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Singled Out 
A warning to the self-employed: 

Even affluence and %ood health may not matter 
when you shop for health insurance. 

By Jody Miller and Matt Miller 

t was simple enough - or so we thought until the letter came. A local broker had 
suggested we consider obtaining our health insurance as individuals. We had been 
covered in a group plan thanks to Matt's fellowship at Occidental College, a post 
he held while at work on a book. But the two of us were increasingly structuring 
our work lives as entrepreneurs. Jody worked part time in venture capital, served as 
lead director of a public companv and was thinking of launching her own business; 
Matt had added consulting to  column and book w~itlng and his weekly radio show. 
The agent we had spoken with had recommended getting into the individual mar- 
ket for health insurance while we were in our early 40's and healthy. That way, he 
said, we could pursue such freelance lives with the assurance chat we would always 
have health coverage. Once vou are in the svstem, he said, you w d  only be subject 
to  the annual premium increases the insurers apply to everyon& But trying to  
move t'rom group coverase into the individual market when we were older might 
be much harder. If you think you are headedin an entrepreneurial direction, he con- 
sludeJ, it's best co make the shift as soon as you can. It seemed straightforward. 

Until it didn't. The letter from Blue Cross of California was three pages of 
dense boilerplate, but the message was clear: "Enrollment Declined." We might 
want to apply co the state's "major risk" insurance program. Here were phone 
numbers we could call for more information. Oh ,  and ES., Blue Cross would be 
pleased t o  offer coverage to our 6-year-old daughter. 

Both o i  us paced around the kitchen that night after putting our daughter t o  
sleep. There had ro be some mistake, we said. We're healthy people! We'll get this 
fixed, but what a ridiculous hassle it's going to  be. At least we have Cobra until we 
straighten thls out, we thought. But it's $1,300 a month! And what if we don't get 
this reversed . . . ? That's when the sinking sensation began. 

For srarters, one of us might need t o  hold down a "real" job with an employer 
who offered health benefits. (So much, we thought, for our entrepreneurial 
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